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good morning ladies and gentlemen on                                            
Wednesday I'm glad that you were here                                           
for ask the theologian welcome and we                                           
are ready to take your biblical                                                 
theological and worldview questions                                             
today and we just want to get right into                                        
those questions we're wide open for your                                        
questions today so what have you got to                                         
ask like Michael's question is there any                                        
kind of key I can use to help figure out                                        
if Paul is talking to Jews Gentiles or                                          
both                                                                            
thank you for questioning the                                                   
assumptions on that because I think the                                         
average kind of Bible teacher or                                                
dispensationalist even dispensationalist                                        
is going to say well obviously Paul is                                          
talking to the church because Paul is                                           
the apostle to the church therefore if                                          
Paul says it it's to the church I think                                         
there's been a lot of damage or                                                 
confusion that has been brought about in                                        
this issue of thinking everything Paul                                          
wrote is to everyone now there are there                                        
are two extremes one really I have                                              
mentioned and that is the typical                                               
extreme is everything Paul wrote is to                                          
the church if Paul wrote it it's to the                                         
church that's a kind of a typical                                               
dispensational approach Isis I would say                                        
there's even a farther leftist approach                                         
from that and that's just covenant old                                          
theology that everything Moses wrote is                                         
to the church everything Elijah wrote is                                        
to the church and everything Matthew                                            
Mark Luke John wrote is to the church                                           
and everything Paul wrote is to the                                             
church that's covenant theology then                                            
there's dispensational theology again                                           
the bulk of it says if Paul wrote it                                            
it's to the church now there is another                                         
far extreme to it and that extreme says                                         
that very little of what Paul wrote is                                          
to the church bollinger for example at                                          
least in his later years took that                                              
approach and not a lot of what you read                                         
on Bullinger actually does this come out                                        
but he did have some positions in his                                           
later years and which                                                           
she said only the prison epistles are to                                        
the church                                                                      
everything else is excuse me is to the                                          
Jews now I think that's kind of that far                                        
right approach now what is my approach                                          
you're getting right at it is there any                                         
kind of key I can use to help figure out                                        
if Paul's talking to Jews Gentiles or                                           



both                                                                            
thanks Michael for the question now I                                           
wish I could say why yes you just                                               
download the color coded key like I've                                          
got in Greek and it tells you whether                                           
Paul is speaking to Jews or to Gentiles                                         
or to both but there's not the on this                                          
we really do have to that phrase I like                                         
to use all the time we have to put our                                          
big-boy pants on and that means we have                                         
to really study closely to figure out                                           
the context to whom is Paul speaking now                                        
even there it's not so easy because we                                          
look and say well Paul is speaking to                                           
the Jews well then the question is is                                           
what Paul is saying to the Jews also                                            
applicable to the Gentiles or to the                                            
church let me give you an example here                                          
if we go to the book of Romans for                                              
example and let's see he says in verse 7                                        
Romans chapter 1 verse 7 to all that be                                         
in Rome beloved of God called Saints the                                        
words inserted there to be to all that                                          
being Rome beloved of God called Saints                                         
called the holy ones right here now I                                           
think he's writing to all who are called                                        
Saints and I think that is they're                                              
called the holy ones that is they are                                           
the holy nation that means that we have                                         
this book that at the top of the page                                           
says Romans and yet it really is two                                            
Saints within Rome or the Holy Ones                                             
within Rome so you could take that                                              
perspective then as I did from the                                              
beginning and say this is a book that is                                        
written to the Jews exactly right but as                                        
you read it you'll see he's explaining                                          
to the Jews what God is doing amongst                                           
the Gentiles he's coming from a Jewish                                          
perspective to say hey you Romans are                                           
surrounded by excuse me you Roman Saints                                        
you Jews in Rome are surrounded by                                              
Gentiles and you may be wondering                                               
especially if you're just going from                                            
your Hebrew Scriptures in Matthew Mark                                          
Luke and John you are wondering what in                                         
the world do these people have to do                                            
with our faith because last you heard                                           
don't go to the Gentiles and so you may                                         
be saying we're going to keep all of                                            
this to ourselves but Paul comes and                                            
says I want you Saints to know that now                                         
God has done a new work or is doing a                                           
new work there is a new dispensation                                            
appauling dispensation if you will a                                            
dispensation of grace and so Paul                                               
explains to the Jews in Rome what God is                                        
doing with the Gentiles in Rome                                                 
therefore as you go through the book of                                         
Romans so much of it it applies to us                                           
we're coming from a different                                                   
perspective but we'd like to know what                                          



God is doing among the Gentiles as well                                         
right and so then you have to take the                                          
book of Romans and say okay does this                                           
part here particular section does that                                          
just have to do with the nation of                                              
Israel or does it have to do with                                               
everybody I think that's not quite as                                           
easy as it seems for example you get                                            
into I don't know Romans chapter 8 and                                          
which you know has some of those great                                          
verses in it there's no condemnation for                                        
them which are in Christ Jesus who walk                                         
not after the flesh for the law of the                                          
spirit of life of Christ Jesus have made                                        
them free from the law of sin and death                                         
but you get down then towards the end of                                        
the chapter and you have for example in                                         
verse 29 here for whom he did foreknow                                          
he also did predestinate to be conformed                                        
to the image of                                                                 
son that he might be the firstborn among                                        
many brethren now                                                               
who's he talking about here who did he                                          
for no he's talking to the Jews but is                                          
he explaining something about the                                               
Gentiles                                                                        
I don't think so by the time you get to                                         
Romans chapter 8 verse 29 I think those                                         
whom he foreknew if you let the                                                 
scripture speak to that that happens to                                         
be the Jewish people these are the ones                                         
he did predestinate to be conformed to                                          
the image of his son because they're a                                          
chosen nation a holy people so the                                              
Jewish nation predestinated to be                                               
conformed to the image of a son that he                                         
might be the firstborn among many                                               
brethren that's a very Jewish term                                              
speaking of Israel they're not of you                                           
know our Baptist brethren moreover whom                                         
he did predestinate them he also called                                         
whom he called and justified when he                                            
justified he glorified what should we                                           
say then of God before us who can be                                            
against us here we have to determine who                                        
the US is and I think the US here                                               
happens to be the nation of Israel that                                         
means at minimum you would take verse 29                                        
of chapter 8 and tie it in if you go                                            
down just a few verses to chapter 9 and                                         
almost everyone says chapter 9 10 and 11                                        
is about Israel but they just really bow                                        
up when you say well chapter the end of                                         
chapter 8 is also about Israel no no no                                         
that can't be I think it can be so my                                           
again my point here is you've got just                                          
using the example the book of Romans                                            
you've got a book that is written to                                            
Jews but it really is about what God is                                         
doing amongst the Gentiles and where                                            
does that leave the Jews with that                                              
understanding then you can go through                                           



the book of Romans and say well this                                            
part here is he's writing to Jews and                                           
that's exclusively Jewish I don't need                                          
to take that for myself so it is a lot                                          
of study especially in the books in                                             
which there is a heavy Jewish audience                                          
the book of Ephesians for example the                                           
books of first and second Corinthians                                           
lots of Jews in those churches                                                  
so you have to look and you have to                                             
determine is he writing to Jews and if                                          
he's writing to Jews does it also apply                                         
to us and begin to look at that now I                                           
think looking for a key Austin the key                                          
is in the pronouns and looking at the                                           
pronouns and often though not                                                   
exclusively the the pronoun we is a good                                        
indicator that this is a Jewish nation                                          
kind of thing and so when I come across                                         
one of those pronouns what I want to do                                         
is begin to back up and find someplace                                          
in the book that defines that the we for                                        
example first Corinthians let's see well                                        
I'll be searching too long to find some                                         
examples here but what you've got is you                                        
know somewhere Paul will say things like                                        
Paul Sylvanus and I excuse me Timothy                                           
Sylvanus and I and that sort of lays the                                        
peg that when he says we he's talking                                           
about Paul Sylvanus Timothy okay that                                           
helps I I've got something to go there                                          
and I can start there and I can look                                            
through and I can say does that we ever                                         
change is there anything in the context                                         
that ever changes that we and if not                                            
when Paul says we're going to lunch I                                           
don't necessarily want to get my boots                                          
on and be ready to go because he might                                          
not be talking about me when he says we                                         
excellent question and good reminder for                                        
all of us to study to show thyself                                              
approved really put the work into it and                                        
what a difference that makes I I think                                          
through all their thank you for your                                            
question there and I want to say to you                                         
by the way but this is Wednesday we've                                          
got our Wednesday special and it's this                                         
book right here dispensationalism before                                        
darby by William C Watson of Colorado                                           
Christian University and we                                                     
have this on sale 30% off when you use                                          
coupon code Wednesday and it is there we                                        
go                                                                              
at dispensation of publishing comm it is                                        
a regular $24.95 the first 25 of you get                                        
the ones we've already got in stock and                                         
the rest of you will get you one soon                                           
but use coupon code Wednesday save 30% I                                        
think that makes it $17.49 a great                                              
reference book great history book if                                            
you're into if you just love history                                            
you'll just sit down and read it if if                                          



you you know just don't love history and                                        
theology in the history of theology then                                        
you'll look to it from time to time and                                         
have it as a resource when some dummy                                           
comes along and says darn we invented                                           
dispensationalism he got it from an                                             
eighth grade girl then you can you can                                          
hand them to it and say read a book come                                        
on read a book well now let's see what                                          
questions we have got here okay we are                                          
going to go to Pastor Rick there and I                                          
had my question there but it has                                                
disappeared there we go                                                         
will you be attending and have you been                                         
asked to preach at this year's SBC                                              
pastors conference I'm sure they went to                                        
hear dispensational truth instead of how                                        
to be relevant well I'm sure they do                                            
want to at least three of them in the                                           
room want to the rest are blind sheep                                           
and we'll be listening to the weirdo                                            
kind of stuff that is going on and I                                            
don't                                                                           
I mean weirdo is too nice of a word for                                         
some of that stuff Church the glades and                                        
all that kind of stuff that's there and                                         
the and the spoken word artist maybe I'm                                        
just                                                                            
old and crotchety but I think spoken                                            
word is means like preacher and they                                            
just put a little poem into it and have                                         
some rhythm and rhyme to it but you know                                        
preachers been doing that for a long                                            
time so but that's what they do when                                            
they don't want to say woman preacher                                           
then they say spoken word artist and                                            
that I you know I again I'm gonna use a                                         
term that I probably used too often but                                         
I wouldn't give a warm bucket of spit                                           
for all that's going to be taught at the                                        
SBC pastors conference in Orlando this                                          
summer if even if I was going to the to                                         
the meeting which is not going to be                                            
anything other than a bunch of railroad                                         
job and here's the denominational                                               
brochure and now go get him tiger even                                          
if I was gonna go go to the meeting                                             
which I can't imagine why I would want                                          
to I wouldn't go to the pastor's                                                
conference and and actually I haven't                                           
been to one of these in years and I                                             
don't plan to ever go again by the way                                          
but last the the only sermon I've ever                                          
walked out on was a sermon at the SBC                                           
pastors conference and I just had enough                                        
I was out of there and just so many                                             
shenanigans going on in there I I don't                                         
I don't know why anybody would want to                                          
waste their time or money if you're                                             
going to Orlando there's a better show                                          
in town you can google it okay question                                         
from also from Rick do you find that the                                        



maps in the back of our Bible to be for                                         
the most part accurate I've seen some                                           
criticism on the typical map of the Red                                         
Sea crossing you know I I do actually                                           
disagree with the typical map that's                                            
there on the Red Sea crossing and I                                             
think that that particular map I'll just                                        
find one here quickly                                                           
and look at let's see look at where they                                        
typically put that or show you where                                            
they typically put it if I can put it by                                        
the way I think that yesterday there was                                        
a mmm fathom events is that the thing                                           
that goes to theaters and gives shows is                                        
that what that's called deal on the                                             
crossing of the Red Sea from creation                                           
ministries international creation dot                                           
org I think it is is their website and I                                        
think they're probably on to something I                                        
think they probably got it right I                                              
wasn't able to see the event there I                                            
know that Pueblo Colorado sold out I do                                         
know that and so that's a it's a good                                           
thing but the typical map well let's see                                        
looks like there's a lot of maps here                                           
that are questioning that issue and I                                           
was trying to find one of a kind of                                             
traditional ones I tell you what I'm                                            
just gonna go ahead and uh put this one                                         
up here I think this issue right here                                           
the Israelites leaving the typical map                                          
cause the calls the crossing of the Red                                         
Sea right in here somewhere and I do                                            
believe that it is here that they                                               
crossed or somewhere in here in their                                           
lettuce or the Gulf of Aqaba right here                                         
and you see the borders for future                                              
Israel by the way have I mentioned that                                         
I'm going to Israel and that in our                                             
Israel trip this year we will be                                                
spending the night on a lot at a lot                                            
right here on the Red Sea so just south                                         
of there I do think is where they cross                                         
the Red Sea somewhere in this area here                                         
now it's Red Sea here in the Gulf of                                            
Aqaba it's Red Sea here in the Gulf of                                          
Suez those are obviously new now I do                                           
think that the they probably more came                                          
down the coast here and then back up and                                        
you can see that from some of the                                               
description that is in there I agree                                            
with this map here that Mount Sinai in                                          
Arabia rather than Mount Sinai the                                              
traditional Mount Sinai right here in                                           
this what is again today called the                                             
Sinai Peninsula but that particular map                                         
that I just showed is not usually the                                           
one that's going to be in the back of                                           
your of your Bible if you again look                                            
then there are some other things like                                           
recently right here in Albuquerque New                                          
Mexico there's an archaeologist who has                                         



he believes discovered the location of                                          
Sodom and Gomorrah it's on the wrong                                            
places in the maps when it is located                                           
it's on the wrong places of maps so                                             
these are things that I think some                                              
further study and further archaeology it                                        
has brought about and a lot of these                                            
maps in the back of your Bibles are                                             
pretty old you know there were works                                            
that were done 50 60 75 80 years ago and                                        
archaeology has done its greatest work                                          
in that time so maps are one of the                                             
things that you need to kind of watch                                           
and make sure they're updated now then                                          
the other problem with the newer maps is                                        
that often they want to insert kind of                                          
their their politics about Palestine you                                        
know modern-day modern-day kind of the                                          
Palestinian Authority and and color                                             
their map in a way that lends                                                   
credibility to that mantra so I think                                           
that again the maps are one of these                                            
things that we probably need to question                                        
the assumption on appreciate your                                               
question there and let's see we've got                                          
Young Christian hope and encouragement                                          
good to see you again on YouTube                                                
bye hey dr. white is having the light of                                        
life in John 8 the same as Christ in us                                         
the hope of glory Colossians 1:27 what                                          
is the light of life let's just read                                            
that passage in John chapter 8 let's                                            
let's see here know if I can pull that                                          
up John chapter 8                                                               
probably in verse 12 Jesus speak again                                          
saying I am the light of the world he                                           
that followeth me shall not walk in                                             
darkness but shall have the light of                                            
Life let's pull up the treasury of                                              
Scripture knowledge and look up John                                            
okay a reference in John that speaks                                            
about doctrine another one that speaks                                          
about the way and the truth and the life                                        
joby he will deliver his soul from going                                        
into the pit and his life shall see the                                         
light it's an interesting reference                                             
that's given there because it does have                                         
to do with death and living it could be                                         
coincidental just that they used that                                           
same poetic phrase he should go to the                                          
generations of his father's they shall                                          
never see light that is he's going to                                           
die like his scoundrel generations                                              
before him died and that's the end of it                                        
revelation 21 verse 24 and the nations                                          
of them which are saved shall walk in                                           
the light of it and the kings of ear                                            
shall bring their glory and honour into                                         
it I believe this is talking about the                                          
New Jerusalem so he that followeth me                                           
shall not walk in darkness but shall                                            
have the light of Life I think that we                                          



are talking about two different things                                          
that when you begin to take the                                                 
Colossians passage Colossians 1:27                                              
Christ in you the hope of glory now I                                           
think that this issue in our study of                                           
the Gospel of John which we're in                                               
tonight by the way at 6:15 p.m. and you                                         
go back to John chapter 1 what verse is                                         
it also speaks about the light beginning                                        
even in verse 4 in him was life and the                                         
life was the light of men the light                                             
shines in the darkness and the darkness                                         
comprehended it not the same came for a                                         
witness John came for a witness to bear                                         
witness of the light he was not the                                             
light but he bore witness of the light                                          
there was the true light which lighteth                                         
every man that cometh into the world and                                        
I think that this phrase to go back to                                          
the John 8 passage John 8:12 once again                                         
I am the light he that followeth me                                             
shall not walk in darkness but shall                                            
have the light of Life I really think                                           
that that has a more Jewish                                                     
philosophical implications to it they                                           
understood that he's saying I am the                                            
Messiah the Messiah gives light unto the                                        
world the Messiah ultimately will be the                                        
light of Life because when the Messiah                                          
is reigning ultimately upon his throne                                          
and has conquered all death and                                                 
destruction enemies and the curse then                                          
there's no need for the light of the Sun                                        
and the New Jerusalem because the light                                         
will be right there so I think there's a                                        
lot more that relates to the the Jewish                                         
philosophies and the Jewish expectations                                        
of the Messiah when Jesus says that you                                         
know he will have the light of Life I                                           
think of saying you follow me you've got                                        
the Messiah Colossians chapter 1 verse                                          
27 is talking about Christ in you not                                           
Christ in the world but Christ in you                                           
it's this new dispensation which we're                                          
in and that Christ in you is the hope of                                        
glory so you know would I take you know                                         
the young Christian comes along and says                                        
you know                                                                        
welcome to the Christian world you've                                           
just become a Christian now you have the                                        
light of Life what I mean Oh slap them                                          
on the wrist and say no no no no that's                                         
a Jewish thing I wouldn't because I                                             
think they are so similar that we do                                            
understand what their                                                           
talking about but if I'm teaching John                                          
eight in Colossians one what I teach                                            
them as the same thing no I wouldn't                                            
because I think they are different                                              
things there's some different                                                   
implications that go through it so I                                            
guess that's the same you can call me a                                         



weasel if you want on this one but I                                            
guess it's to say in normal parlance out                                        
there you know in the in the in the                                             
shakin hands before the service and in                                          
the auditorium at the church yeah okay                                          
let it mix together we understand in the                                        
finery of the Taos Theological Seminary                                         
we want to get those things right we                                            
want to rightly divide the word of truth                                        
now what that will cause then is                                                
eventually even out there shaking hands                                         
before the service we won't even use                                            
those words we'll find better words to                                          
explain it and we'll use of more                                                
biblical terms you know Christ in you                                           
the hope of glory there's no mention of                                         
light there and you know could we talk                                          
about you know I saw the lights yeah                                            
sure we could and yet did we have the                                           
Pauline experience on the road to                                               
Damascus no we didn't did we have the                                           
experience Jesus was talking about to                                           
the nation of Israel and John 8 no we                                           
didn't so again if you want to speak                                            
sloppy yeah same thing if you want to                                           
speak precisely and accurately very                                             
different things and again we don't need                                        
to scold someone for doing that unless                                          
someone is presenting it as I'm speaking                                        
accurately and these are the same things                                        
then I think very much we have to                                               
question their assumptions and say I'm                                          
not so sure you're actually doing that                                          
and yeah you know it's if if you and I                                          
are talking about the way the brains                                            
work then we're probably going to be                                            
rather sloppy you know what's up                                                
left-brain right-brain I don't even know                                        
what exactly what that means honestly                                           
but I guess it means we work with half a                                        
brain but if if we've got an issue where                                        
we've got to go to the brain surgeon and                                        
the brain surgeon is talking in you know                                        
so well we're going                                                             
work on your left brain oh yeah we'll                                           
get in the left brain and do some you                                           
know we'll we'll get some of the nuts                                           
and bolts on the left brain and we'll do                                        
some little work there on the left brain                                        
there we go yeah that's not gonna work                                          
if I'm talking to the brain surgeon                                             
right so I think again some of that said                                        
depends on context thank you for your                                           
question I appreciate that                                                      
good to see you in there okay we've got                                         
a question that comes from Scott good to                                        
see you East Texas and the question is                                          
the gospel the very word of God is                                              
veiled unless one actually makes an                                             
effort to see the truth of it do you                                            
think the Lord has done this in the same                                        
way that he has hardened hearts that is                                         



anybody even a child can understand but                                         
so few do is this sort of a selection                                           
process on God's part you know I I think                                        
that I want to question the assumption                                          
at the beginning of your question the                                           
the gospel the very word of God is                                              
veiled now first of all I want to divide                                        
those two parts the gospel the very word                                        
of God yes the gospel is the very word                                          
of God but this whole thing right here                                          
is not not really the gospel this is the                                        
Bible the word the Word of God so within                                        
the Bible we have the saving gospel and                                         
so we would turn you know to 2nd                                                
Corinthians 5 or somewhere and we would                                         
find there the gospel but that's again                                          
that's just fine speaking with fine                                             
toothcomb it's not all that's a big of                                          
an issue there so then let's take the                                           
gospel that is this gift or the this                                            
good news that God is offering eternal                                          
life not holding sins against mankind he                                        
is able to do this because his son Jesus                                        
took the sins of mankind upon himself                                           
and paid the penalty for those sins                                             
Jesus was died and buried and rose again                                        
thus has become the Lord both of the                                            
Dead and of the living in the in the in                                         
the current he is not expressing his                                            
lordship but he has ascended unto the                                           
right hand of the Father he's sitting                                           
there until the day when he's going to                                          
come back and and and begin to reign and                                        
overthrow all enemies and he is allowing                                        
in the meantime whosoever will to                                               
receive the the gift of eternal life not                                        
having your sins counted against you                                            
this is what he's doing he's allowing a                                         
substitution your sin for his                                                   
righteousness and he's doing this                                               
totally free by grace through faith you                                         
come and you believe now my question is                                         
is that really veiled I would say it's                                          
not announced I would say a lot of                                              
people don't know about it I would say                                          
that the church doesn't do a very good                                          
job teaching it but I'm not sure that                                           
God has veiled that I think that Paul                                           
tried to do everything he could to make                                         
it very very clear he kept trying to say                                        
it's not Kingdom it's not law we're free                                        
from all of this here is what the gospel                                        
isn't so really a concerted effort on                                           
Paul's part to proclaim the gospel as                                           
had been delivered to him now the the                                           
the early Christians had a problem with                                         
mixing all that up together and                                                 
therefore having a perverted gospel the                                         
early church had a problem with mixing                                          
it up and perverting the gospel because                                         
they had you know some of this kingdom                                          
gospel some of this saving gospel mix it                                        



all up into a soup and never questioned                                         
the assumptions and so we indeed have                                           
done a very good job at veiling the                                             
gospel I'm not sure that God has veiled                                         
the gospel however I think that God has                                         
really said hey I'm going to give you                                           
the gospel in very plain terms                                                  
encourage you to go out as ambassadors                                          
to proclaim that to all the world                                               
and we just didn't do a very good job at                                        
it or might say we're not doing a very                                          
good job at it                                                                  
and today almost you could say this is                                          
arguable but almost you could say you                                           
could go into the average church and if                                         
we said hey let's let's put on a                                                
witnessing campaign let's teach people                                          
how to go out or let's you know have                                            
gospel tracts to show them how to share                                         
them whatever the the plan would be all                                         
of them would be good                                                           
we almost would have to go back and say                                         
well first we've got to get their                                               
theology right because they're gonna as                                         
soon as they get a question they're                                             
gonna answer it wrong and to do that                                            
we're gonna have to train the preacher                                          
because as soon as he gets a question                                           
he's gonna answer it wrong and to do                                            
that we said well we've got to have we                                          
got a train the seminary professor                                              
because he's gonna teach the preacher                                           
wrong he has been teaching the preacher                                         
wrong so it's very veiled and very                                              
difficult the the the good news is some                                         
of that falls down in a New York minute                                         
because the theology that the church is                                         
built is is is a theology ready for an                                          
implosion but the problem is the church                                         
has the gift of propping up a dead horse                                        
and so it keeps propping that thing back                                        
up and you know fluffing up and making                                          
it look alive yeah right the things dead                                        
now so that leads then to the end of                                            
your question do you think the Lord has                                         
done this in us the same way that he's                                          
hardened the hearts is it you know that                                         
is even a child can understand but so                                           
few do is this a selection process on                                           
the on God's part I don't think so                                              
I think I think we have created that we                                         
have not given an environment in which                                          
the gospel is good news we have given                                           
the environment in which you're a sinner                                        
in the hands of an angry god and they                                           
can't understand this Old Testament God                                         
this New Testament God as they would put                                        
it together this you know are you a                                             
sinner in the hand of an angry god or do                                        
I have good news for you what is it the                                         
world is so confused because of the                                             
message of the Christian Church that                                            



they have dismissed the gospel we've                                            
created that almost I'd say we just need                                        
to go back and start all over again                                             
excellent question and thought process I                                        
appreciate that                                                                 
okay Michael has a question from what                                           
was last week's special dispensational                                          
publishing there really is a difference                                         
says there are seven dispensations for                                          
mankind do you agree the seven                                                  
dispensations typically the dispensation                                        
of innocence followed by the                                                    
dispensation of conscience followed by                                          
the dispensation of the law                                                     
excuse me of promise followed by the                                            
dispensation of I got a mixed up so                                             
there's the dispensation of innocence                                           
followed by conscience followed by                                              
government followed by promise followed                                         
by law followed by grace when we're in                                          
now followed by Kingdom now I am very                                           
slowly working on a book called                                                 
understanding dispensations I put 8 in                                          
there because I talk about eternity                                             
future but might I say once again that                                          
the talking about 7 dispensations or 8                                          
dispensations I think I don't know Darby                                        
taught in 13 dispensations or something                                         
like that I'm just going from memory                                            
there and I think that in general to                                            
talk about seven major dispensations I                                          
don't have a problem with that                                                  
and so dr. Schauer is on there really is                                        
a difference seven dispensations yeah                                           
that works                                                                      
if we were having a semester-long class                                         
on dispensations I probably would go a                                          
little stronger I might even say there                                          
are some mini dispensations I think                                             
Scofield would have argued                                                      
though he went with the seven                                                   
dispensation the standard kind of thing                                         
but I think if we had him here he would                                         
argue now wait there is a preexistent                                           
eternity dispensation that then leads                                           
into the dispensation of innocence so I                                         
and then he would also I think go out                                           
into the eternity future Clarence Larkin                                        
I think would do the same thing                                                 
and yet all dr. showers and dr. Scofield                                        
and dr. Larkin and Randy white we could                                         
all sit around the table and somebody                                           
would say one of these things doesn't                                           
belong here                                                                     
and yet we could agree yeah seven                                               
dispensations we'll go ahead and we'll                                          
discuss seven dispensations there                                               
certainly were seven now I might talk                                           
about for example the Apostolic era or                                          
age in a sense that was a dispensation                                          
God was working with man differently                                            
through the Apostles than after the                                             



Apostles                                                                        
that's a dispensation which kind of                                             
overlaps a little bit into law into                                             
grace and so do you really call it a                                            
dispensation so it comes in you know                                            
it's difficult to say now I always mark                                         
a dispensation when God gives a                                                 
revelation or when something happens                                            
there's a so fundamental but let's go                                           
with the revelation aspect of it when                                           
God gives a new revelation that has                                             
information that is so fundamental that                                         
it changes everything from that point                                           
that's a dispensation                                                           
now with the work of the Apostles for                                           
example that was not really                                                     
fundamentally new information God had                                           
been doing that and there in many ways                                          
it's similar to the to the prophets what                                        
God had been doing among the prophets                                           
and so is that you know is there a                                              
prophetic dispensation and then an                                              
apostolate dispensation well in in a                                            
fine fine tooth here on a class on                                              
dispensations we probably would talk                                            
about here's the difference between an                                          
apostle and prophet for example and                                             
carry out some of those things but I                                            
again                                                                           
once once again if we can speak                                                 
generally I'll go with seven                                                    
dispensations I really would prefer                                             
eight because I think after the                                                 
Millennial dispensation there's eternity                                        
future we don't know much about it but                                          
that's the new heaven and the new earth                                         
it looks like that's fundamentally                                              
different than the thousand years before                                        
it and the thousand years from the                                              
second coming unto the new heaven and                                           
the new earth they're fundamentally                                             
different than what we've got today and                                         
so a different economy a different                                              
revelation if you will that is being                                            
carried out there okay from Dan would                                           
would you say robbing Peter to pay Paul                                         
would be better to say robbing Paul to                                          
pay Peter I I think yeah I think you've                                         
got a good point there                                                          
we often of course and it has become you                                        
don't even have to be in a church                                               
setting I can you know go across the                                            
street to the bank or wherever and talk                                         
about robbing Peter to pay Paul and                                             
people would understand I'm talking                                             
about taking it out of one kettle and                                           
putting it into another that's just                                             
common lore in our judeo-christian                                              
society common phrase in our                                                    
judeo-christian society now the                                                 
interesting thing there is it almost                                            
tells us that there was some good                                               



dispensational thinking somewhere in our                                        
past because someone understood one                                             
bucket belongs to Peter and one bucket                                          
belongs to Paul and you can't just you                                          
know take from take from one and put to                                         
the other you never know what I got in                                          
those cups do you take from one and and                                         
swap it around to the other dad that you                                        
know this belongs to let's go Paul                                              
that's the question the assumption one's                                        
okay this goes to Paul this goes Peter                                          
and they got a they got to keep their                                           
stuff so you know keep it separate there                                        
and so that tells us in our collective                                          
thinking somewhere in the past somebody                                         
did                                                                             
some right division maybe they could                                            
even go back to dispensationalism before                                        
Darby and use coupon code Wednesday and                                         
save 30 percent right and see hey it                                            
goes back into the 17th and 18th                                                
centuries even or maybe they want to                                            
pick up ancient dispensational tree from                                        
pay full price for it and find out oh it                                        
goes all the way back to the so called                                          
early church fathers there there isn't                                          
our collective thinking this division                                           
that has taken place here now to a dance                                        
question here wouldn't it be better to                                          
say robbing Paul to pay Peter and                                               
actually that is very much what the                                             
Catholic Church has done and because the                                        
Catholic Church did it the reformed                                             
church did it and because the reformed                                          
church did it the the the evangelical                                           
church did it and because the                                                   
evangelical church did it you know                                              
everybody's even the fundamentalists                                            
have bought into it except those of us                                          
who rightly divide the word of truth                                            
then we say quit taking Peter stuff or                                          
quit taking Paul's stuff now I think                                            
you're right that the bigger part of the                                        
problem is that Peter has ruled the day                                         
because of the Catholic Church and Peter                                        
ruling the day has borrowed a little bit                                        
let's say stolen stolen a little bit                                            
from Paul because they they've people                                           
read Paul you know they get oh oh what                                          
are we gonna do it well let's just take                                         
that little part the little Pauline here                                        
a little Pauline here little Pauline                                            
here and that is what evangelicalism is                                         
is a whole bunch of Peter and a little                                          
bit of Paul here and there the parts of                                         
Paul that you know are really nice they                                         
I love those parts through there so                                             
excellent question dan I appreciate that                                        
Rick says when Jesus stated get thee                                            
behind me Satan in mark 833 was he                                              
rebuking Satan for causing or tempting                                          
Peter to question what Jesus was doing                                          



mark 833 of course very familiar past                                           
and it is there at Caesarea Philippi                                            
did I mention we're going to Israel this                                        
year go to Caesarea Philippi beautiful                                          
place you will love Caesarea Philippi                                           
and when he had turned about looked on                                          
this disciples he rebuked Peter this is                                         
just after telling them that he was                                             
going to go to the cross and you know in                                        
fact very very clear in verse 31 he                                             
began to teach them the things the Son                                          
of man must suffer the Son of man must                                          
suffer many things and be rejected of                                           
the elders and the chief priests and the                                        
scribes and be killed and after three                                           
days rise again but Peter said huh-uh it                                        
ain't gonna happen                                                              
you remember that this is because Peter                                         
always had placed his faith in Jesus                                            
Christ in advance just like all the Old                                         
Testament people had done that's what                                           
evangelicalism says they just trusted                                           
Christ in advance next time someone says                                        
oh you mean like Peter who said it ain't                                        
gonna happen well he didn't understand                                          
it                                                                              
you mean that the Old Testament is more                                         
clear than mark chapter 8 verse 31 the                                          
Son of man must suffer many things and                                          
be rejected by the elders and the chief                                         
priests and the scribes and be killed                                           
and after three days rise again you mean                                        
that is less clear than you know my soul                                        
shall not see decay that they you know                                          
did you use the words of David that they                                        
that Peter had to come explain I ain't                                          
talking about David now but my point is                                         
Peter was not placing his faith in                                              
advance in the death burial and                                                 
resurrection of Jesus Christ that's what                                        
all the evangelicals reformed everything                                        
else they want to teach us that that's                                          
what the parrots say but clearly he was                                         
not that's what a lot of the                                                    
dispensational parrots say by the way                                           
but he was not placing his faith in                                             
advanced it's it's plain as day in                                              
Scripture right there and yet we keep                                           
that line going that lines not not                                              
Rick's question but his question is was                                         
he rebuking Satan for causing or                                                
tempting Peter to question what Jesus                                           
was doing again verse 33 get Z behind me                                        
Satan for thou savourest not the things                                         
that be of God but the things that be of                                        
men now he looked on his disciples and                                          
he rebuked Peter saying get thee behind                                         
me Satan                                                                        
you know I I'm gonna I'm gonna tell you                                         
I don't know I think those words are                                            
again pretty clear he rebuked Peter so I                                        
think it would be really tough to say he                                        



was rebuking Satan he actually was                                              
rebuking Peter now how do you put all                                           
that together when he looks at Peter and                                        
says get thee behind me Satan I think                                           
here's what I would do I would find out                                         
when the Hebrew word Satan became the                                           
name for Satan so it could be I think                                           
that if you were to look into the Hebrew                                        
Scriptures you would find sat on ah                                             
let's go to maybe                                                               
job chapter 1 when they come together in                                        
the council there there we go job                                               
chapter 1 verse 7 the Lord said to Satan                                        
it's given here that that is not a                                              
translation that's transliteration the                                          
Hebrew word is sat on so let's take that                                        
word sat on right here                                                          
Hebrews numbers Strong's Hebrews number                                         
seven eight five four let's look it up                                          
in the Bible let me get that where we                                           
can see that a little easier so this is                                         
what I suspected so the first time you                                          
see at 27 times first time his numbers                                          
chapter 22 verse 22 the Lord stood in                                           
the way for an adversary against him he                                         
was this is the story of what Balaam and                                        
they couldn't have have transliterated                                          
there                                                                           
because it's the Lord stood as a sat on                                         
no way are you gonna say the Lord stood                                         
as a Satan why why did they translate                                           
rather than transliterate the word Satan                                        
means adversary as you can see right                                            
here and in the book of Job it is given                                         
as a proper name and also in Psalms and                                         
Zechariah but the the question is how                                           
much of our modern thinking is going                                            
into translating the word now                                                   
transliterating the word making it a                                            
proper name so let's go back to the mark                                        
passage chapter 8 verse 33 what if he                                           
rebuked Peter saying get thee behind me                                         
adversary for thou savourest not the                                            
things that be of God but the things                                            
that be of men and maybe in Jesus's day                                         
sat on the Hebrew word that they used                                           
was not the name of the devil but was                                           
rather it was a Hebrew word that meant                                          
adversary I think the fact that he                                              
rebuked Peter saying get thee behind me                                         
now the ultimate adversary is Satan he                                          
is our adversary and this is it it's                                            
it's so much so that it's almost if we                                          
were talking in English completely you                                          
know he's our adversary he's our                                                
adversary he's our adversary eventually                                         
in time you just start calling him                                              
adversary the adversary and then you put                                        
a capital A because that's his name now                                         
adversary in 200 years down the road                                            
someone you know looks and says you know                                        
Rick you're working against me get                                              



behind me adversary and they say oh he's                                        
rebuking Satan that that's kind of the                                          
the the thought process that works now                                          
to prove that thought process which I                                           
can't do right now we would have to see                                         
when did the Jewish people start using                                          
Satan as a name the hard part is we're                                          
going to find that the English people in                                        
1611 were using it as a name I would                                            
want to go back into the bishops Bible                                          
and the Geneva Bible and some of those                                          
pre King James English Bibles see if                                            
they did the same thing Tyndale did they                                        
say Satan but again all that really is                                          
going to prove is that in English we use                                        
the name by then so I would go back into                                        
the Latin Bible and see what you know                                           
how how did the Latin use it did they                                           
say                                                                             
did they give the Latin word for                                                
adversary or did they put it as a proper                                        
name Satan I would try to work back as                                          
far as I could and I would want to check                                        
some Jewish sources as well to say do                                           
they do that now I think that you find                                          
the Jewish sources might not even use                                           
the name Satan today that is this may be                                        
completely a Christian kind of thing and                                        
I would ask a Jew go to job chapter 1                                           
verse 7 say what in your Bible what's to                                        
say there and is that talking about a                                           
person or the adversary what is it do                                           
they even have that name there so it                                            
might be again some of our I don't know                                         
I said Jesus that we put in there okay                                          
we've got a question from Ray using our                                         
chat box god bless you you get two extra                                        
points about the we pronoun is it                                               
possible that some of these are                                                 
editorial ways rather than the                                                  
definitive reference to Jewish believer                                         
yes believer is plural yes it is and as                                         
a matter of fact we were looking in Acts                                        
well there's there's a number of verse                                          
11 here's one                                                                   
therefore loosing from troll eyes we                                            
this is one of those you have to take                                           
the context and figure out who is we in                                         
verse 12 but we were in that city                                               
abiding a few days and one of these                                             
right up here here we go verse 9 a                                              
vision appeared to Paul come over to                                            
Macedonia uh help us and so we and we                                           
went by the riverside and then you get                                          
down to verse 17 the same followed Paul                                         
and us now this these again have a                                              
little more of a of a closed context                                            
here and you can define it right within                                         
the context and there is where you in                                           
these especially in these acts wheeze                                           
you have to come and say Lucas including                                        
himself there but this editorial we and                                         



and by that we're gonna go have lunch                                           
today or I'll even give it better we are                                        
having fried chicken strips for supper                                          
tonight right before the Bible study of                                         
John five o'clock come for the fried                                            
chicken strips yours truly gonna fry                                            
them cook them right up and we are going                                        
to have a wonderful supper that's an                                            
editorial we because Ray's not gonna be                                         
here I just know Ray he's not gonna show                                        
up right so we sometimes do use the                                             
editorial week now could you build a                                            
case obviously it'd be a good you know                                          
doctoral thesis problem of somebody                                             
really studying all those weeds in the                                          
Bible and see if you could build the                                            
case for the usage of this kind of                                              
editorial we in there and you might                                             
therefore what I would say on this is                                           
even when you get a we that you say                                             
that's the Jewish believers really                                              
scrutinize                                                                      
that to make sure you can actually tie a                                        
string from that we back to the Jewish                                          
believers the book of Galatians does                                            
that pretty well for us it's you know                                           
you Galatians and you follow you can                                            
follow that through and you know we who                                         
are not Gentiles they that it nails                                             
those down pretty well but not all of                                           
the books do it's quite as well thank                                           
you Ray I do hope you'll come to supper                                         
fried chicken strips 5 o'clock and if                                           
you can't make that 6:15 we've got the                                          
broadcast begins on the Gospel of John                                          
tonight okay let's see where are we in                                          
yeah let's see from Rene in Albuquerque                                         
is it true that some problems are so                                            
persistent as to be unresolvable without                                        
fasting you know Jesus spoke of that                                            
after it came down from the Mount of                                            
Transfiguration and you know said some                                          
some things only are resolved Oh use                                            
Rene's word here instead of Jesus's                                             
because I'm a paraphrasing some are                                             
resolved only by prayer and fasting you                                         
could make the conclusion that this is                                          
going to require prayer and fasting the                                         
problem with that is that there is just                                         
very little teaching on fasting in the                                          
Bible as a matter of fact I'll say there                                        
is no teaching on fasting in the Bible                                          
there's references to fasting but                                               
there's nothing about fasting now you                                           
can go down to the Christian bookstore                                          
and if there if one exists anymore and                                          
get lots of books on fasting but those                                          
books have to be made up because the                                            
Bible simply just doesn't talk about                                            
fasting that much it just gives you know                                        
every now and then there's this thrown                                          
out reference on fasting so if some                                             



problems are so persistent as to only be                                        
resolved with fasting is it a 40-day                                            
fast because that was what Jesus did and                                        
some problems are                                                               
a 40-day fast and should we then say                                            
well I'm not going to eat for the next                                          
40 days because I've still got this                                             
problem and after the after the 40 days                                         
is over did Jesus still have problems or                                        
were all of his problems resolved you                                           
know well it's that we just don't know                                          
the answers there and we're taking that                                         
which is a Jewish era and making that a                                         
doctrine for today I think that's                                               
difficult and dangerous                                                         
and also we're taking in that Mount of                                          
Transfiguration where this episode comes                                        
up that there is supposed to be the                                             
division or the juxtaposition between                                           
the kingdom which they've just gotten a                                         
glimpse of and the world down below and                                         
the the problems with that I believe                                            
that there is a yes Raphael the great                                           
painter he the whole thing there he                                             
painted a picture called the                                                    
Transfiguration and see if I can find a                                         
good view of it here there's a study up                                         
on this time sometime if you want to                                            
feel really a highbrow then spin Daphna                                         
so I'm studying Raphael the great                                               
painter in the Transfiguration here's                                           
his painting right here and it was this                                         
on top this view Moses and Elijah here                                          
and this view of glory if you will and                                          
down below is kind of the darkness and                                          
the the you know some things come about                                         
only by prayer and fasting get in and                                           
you know study this because actually                                            
each one of these paintings in here                                             
there's a lot of meaning behind it and                                          
when you study I think Raphael did a                                            
pretty                                                                          
good depiction in one picture of what                                           
was taking place there but my point is                                          
that that whole thing even was talking                                          
about look there is the down below                                              
reality that is ours and there is the                                           
suffering of that down below reality be                                         
sure and figure out who this guy hiding                                         
in the dark is by the way and who's this                                        
guy running away here uh check all that                                         
out you'll feel so smart and and by the                                         
kiplyn's your book and read some                                                
Keplinger poetry while you added poetry                                         
and art and have maybe a spotty to go                                           
with it now my my point is I don't think                                        
we should take a teaching that is                                               
designed to show this darkness in which                                         
we live rather than the kingdom which is                                        
to come and say that we can overcome our                                        
problems here we're in some ways stuck                                          
with our problems here I don't think                                            



there's a single promise in the Bible                                           
that tells us if we will just fast then                                         
these persistent problems will go away                                          
maybe we have persistent you know                                               
bunions                                                                         
or we have a persistent financial crisis                                        
or well or we have you know persistent                                          
depression or whatever it is we'll                                              
fasting solve that problem I think that                                         
if we were to say yes fasting will solve                                        
the problem then we're fooling ourselves                                        
and we're leading ourselves probably                                            
away from doing the very thing that                                             
might solve the problem and some                                                
problems by the way there might not be a                                        
way to solve it I am from spoke with a                                          
friend the other night Mavis tell me                                            
about his problem and I said you know I                                         
wish I could pull out of the pastoral                                           
Magic Hat and give you the answer for                                           
this but I don't think there is an                                              
answer for it so some of them might                                             
we're just stuck with others let's say                                          
let's say maybe it's a depression you                                           
know just persistently someone deals                                            
with depression well                                                            
should they fast action is probably the                                         
worst thing they could do would be for                                          
me anyway that would put me into                                                
depression would you know fat depression                                        
their depression could be that you know                                         
it's a it's a chemical imbalance issue                                          
and fasting is not gonna help that at                                           
all fasting is actually going to hurt                                           
that so I would be very careful again                                           
making the that kind of easy answer to                                          
give there okay question coming from                                            
Scott lots of questions today we're                                             
going a little overtime but we'll go                                            
ahead and finish up our a few questions                                         
we've got here and maybe this is the                                            
last one I'm not sure it is the last one                                        
okay                                                                            
Scott East Texas do you think there are                                         
Messianic Jews today that actually                                              
grasped Paul's gospel but have                                                  
let's talk about Messianic Judaism in                                           
general on our website if you go back                                           
and do a search on the ask the                                                  
theologian we talked about this a number                                        
of times I probably have some additional                                        
comments for someone who really is                                              
wanting to get into some of that                                                
I think Messianic Judaism on whole is                                           
far more messed up than even evangelical                                        
Christianity and evangelical                                                    
Christianity is so messed up you can't                                          
hardly recognize it as Christianity so                                          
that is to say my opinion of Messianic                                          
Judaism is not not high if you go to a                                          
messianic congregation what you're going                                        
to find is a Jew or two and everybody                                           



else is going to be Gentiles who kind of                                        
want to be Jewish they went to on a trip                                        
to Israel they fell in love with the                                            
blue and the white that got them a                                              
prayer shawl and shofar and they you                                            
know just there they stand in harmony                                           
with the Jewish people I'm glad for all                                         
of that but I think that                                                        
then they quit rightly dividing and they                                        
adopted Judaism for themselves and it                                           
doesn't do any good to do that and so                                           
Messianic Judaism again today is just a                                         
a cesspool of bad theology you know                                             
typically I had a email from someone                                            
just over overnight they didn't                                                 
appreciate something that I said it's so                                        
hard to imagine I know for most of you                                          
but this person didn't appreciate                                               
something I said and didn't appreciate                                          
dispensationalism as a whole and so I                                           
get the emails quite often you know what                                        
get thee behind me Satan and this one                                           
used the English transliteration of the                                         
word Yahweh to speak about God they had                                         
kind of a mixture as yeah OVA or                                                
something of that nature and so I can                                           
immediately spot ok here they're gonna                                          
go back and they're going to speak it in                                        
the English                                                                     
I honestly replied to them and I said                                           
why do you use the English letters when                                         
you use the name of our God okay I was a                                        
little facetious you know it happens                                            
every now and then but they won't                                               
pronounce Jesus because that's Greek                                            
Yahweh or Jehovah the truth is we don't                                         
even know how to pronounce it they don't                                        
know how to pronounce it nobody knows                                           
how to pronounce it but they'll go with                                         
let's say Yahweh and they'll write it                                           
however in English                                                              
yeh weh well do you know that Jesus                                             
never wrote his name that way when Jesus                                        
went to the first grade at Nazareth                                             
elementary school they didn't teach him                                         
now this is why this is an e he didn't                                          
do it that way                                                                  
so they get into this just God kind of                                          
stuff it really is a cesspool of a                                              
theological mess mostly under Peter as                                          
Scot says here so they have consciously                                         
decided to follow Peter and they do live                                        
according to Peter who lived according                                          
to Moses and taught Moses and all those                                         
kind of things so that's where they are                                         
today now                                                                       
are there some that actually grasp                                              
Paul's gospel but have consciously                                              
decided to follow Peter I don't I don't                                         
understand how you can conscious how you                                        
can grasp Paul's gospel and follow Peter                                        
I think most of these came out of                                               



evangelicalism and evangelicalism was so                                        
devoid of content that it was a little                                          
mix of here and there a little mix of                                           
Peter it was it was have we said earlier                                        
they borrowed from Paul to pay Peter and                                        
and and to give them the credit these                                           
Messianic Jews said you know what                                               
evangelicalism is just mixing all this                                          
stuff and they just decided to go with                                          
Peter because you know Peter's our                                              
apostle and all you know what they got                                          
they got mixed up there and they just                                           
went down that path and in that sense                                           
rejected Paul altogether or only read                                           
Paul in the light of Peter rather than                                          
the other way and so I I wish that there                                        
could be some healthy Messianic Judaism                                         
when when I have the Messianic Jewish                                           
organizations that come by if we have                                           
them speak and we do from time to time                                          
got one coming up actually but I always                                         
say I don't want you to talk about                                              
Passover or I don't want you to talk                                            
about you know you know all the things                                          
that they those organizations typically                                         
talk about I don't want to talk about                                           
Jewish evangelism and so they'll be                                             
speaking in taos about about the                                                
Holocaust anti-semitism and the                                                 
Holocaust okay                                                                  
you you got that one right let's talk                                           
about that and brings up some                                                   
opportunities for some good discussion I                                        
said that to say I wish there was a a                                           
Jewish outreach organization that                                               
understood Paul's gospel and that got it                                        
correctly dr. David Cooper wrote some                                           
books I don't know in the 1940s and he                                          
did a good job at that and that was his                                         
purpose David L Cooper I believe is his                                         
name wrote a messianic series that is                                           
probably out of print I got some I got                                          
some used copies of it at one point and                                         
that's where I read it but I don't think                                        
it's in the public domain yet somebody                                          
out there still selling them every now                                          
and then dr. David L Cooper messianic                                           
series pretty good I think I think he                                           
got it he he understood the Pauline                                             
gospel and was working on Jewish                                                
evangelism but again that was you know                                          
80 years ago and who's doing it today                                           
I'm not sure that there are any well                                            
it's been so nice to have you here today                                        
once again chicken strips 5 o'clock p.m.                                        
in the fellowship hall which is just                                            
right through that door right there and                                         
look forward to seeing you but if you                                           
can't make it join us at 6:15 and we                                            
will study the Gospel of John tonight                                           
and we'll be in the first chapter about                                         
I don't know 20 some-odd verses in and                                          



look forward to seeing you we'll be back                                        
tomorrow with ask the theologian and our                                        
Galatians study tomorrow night if you                                           
missed the Galatians study the first                                            
what do we had 17 18 sessions if you                                            
missed those tomorrow night's still a                                           
good time to come in because we're                                              
backing up going to the beginning and                                           
we're going to give the overview of                                             
Galatians not another 18 sessions of you                                        
know verse by verse dissecting every                                            
leaf and looking at every give bringing                                         
a core out of every tree but we're gonna                                        
back up and see the forest now so he                                            
missed Galatians tomorrow night's a very                                        
good night to join us on what would that                                        
be the 21st not 20th of February at 7:00                                        
p.m. for that tonight again we've got                                           
the Gospel of John and it's been a                                              
blessing having each one of you who have                                        
joined us and look forward to seeing you                                        
all soon don't forget this is the                                               
special it is dispensationalism before                                          
Darby hey by the way if you were to look                                        
this up on Amazon you'd find that                                               
everybody's out of them and some people                                         
are selling them for 40 or 50 bucks and                                         
you can get it for $17.49 when you use                                          
coupon code Wednesday                                                           
some of you entrepreneurs might decide                                          
hey there's a bargain                                                           
I'll read it and sell it somewhere else                                         
I don't know we'll see thanks for being                                         
with us today                                                                   
question the assumptions I'm dr. Andy                                           
white                                                                           
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